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Howard County, Maryland
Howard County, Maryland is favorably 
located between the Baltimore and 
Washington DC metro areas, and 
currently boasts 287,000 residents. Despite a slowdown in the 
nation’s economy, the county has enjoyed continued economic 
growth and construction in recent years.  The county’s one-time 
bedroom community of Columbia now possesses its own thriving 
commercial center, and stands as the second-most populous city in 
Maryland behind Baltimore.

As a result of its continued growth, the county has seen a construction 
boom in the midst of the housing downturn in 2008. As such, the demand for homes 
has remained constant and in some cases permits issued for new homes and businesses even 
increased.  At the same time however, county revenue has decreased and forced the building 
department to make cutbacks even in light of high demand.

In the midst of these cutbacks, the building department will face a new challenge as all new construction 
must comply with the 2012 Maryland Building Performance Standards (MBPS) beginning in July 2012.
The MBPS references the 2012 edition of the International Energy Conservation Code (IECC).  New 
homebuyers in Maryland will benefit greatly from the implementation of such a code, as the average new 
home will use approximately 15% less energy than those built to the previous version of the energy code, 

the 2009 IECC. Energy-efficiency measures will add a 
small amount to new construction costs, but these are 
minimal and will be further reduced when rolled into 
the average mortgage.  

Ultimately, the potential benefits of the new code are 
limited to the rate of compliance. Thus, the better 
building professionals understand and implement 
new construction requirements, the more Maryland 
homeowners and businesses will save.

How to Use This Toolkit
Recognizing the potential gap between energy 
code adoption and compliance, this Compliance Kit 
aims to provide the Howard County Department of 

Inspections, Licenses, and Permits with tools and resources to educate and assist with the enforcement of 
the 2012 MBPS.  Often times, simply visualizing a code change or the building plan review an inspection 
process can help stakeholders understand what is necessary in order to comply.  Along the way, best 
practices are identified which will have the potential to apply to other counties in Maryland which will need 
to enforce the 2012 MBPS.  The section of this kit are intended to portray the scope of the new code, as 
well as stand on their own as individual resources for builders, policy makers, and potential homebuyers.  
Despite the challenge of the 2012 MBPS, the right tools, education, and training and help ensure homes in 
Howard County are built to the increased energy efficiency standards.

George Howard Building, home to the Howard County Department of 
Inspections, Licenses, and Permits.
Courtesy of patch.com credit Valencia Wood.

Baltimore

Washington, DC
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Applicant submits permit application, 
building plans, contractor and 
subcontractor state certifications, 
REScheck/COMcheck reports (for residential 
and commercial buildings, respectively), 
Manual J, and fee for plan review.

Building Permit Issued
The permit clerk calculates anticipated 
inspection fees (based on building 
valuation) and issues building permits 
to applicant upon payment.

PRESCRIPTIVE PATH

UA TOTAL ALTERNATIVE

PERFORMANCE PATH

Building plans are reviewed and compared to prescriptive 
code requirements

Building plans are reviewed and compared to REScheck or 
COMcheck report, submitted by applicant

Building plans are reviewed and compared to modeling 
software showing lower energy use, submitted by applicant

Problem with Plans?  Responsible staff 
member calls applicant  for re-submittal 
of corrected construction drawings.

Engineering Department

Checks soil erosion plan 
and water/sewer/septic 
connections

Other Reviews

Plans may require reivews 
by other parties, such as the 
Health Department

Zoning Staff

Checks compliance with 
zoning laws

Transportation Department

Ensures construction will 
have adequate accessibility

Building plans 
meet all code 
requirements

Building Review
Building plan and systems are reviewed by an official.

Other Reviews 
in Tandem

Clerk receives submittal and enters 
information in department’s 
tracking software.  Permit 
application is put in queue for 
plan review by building official in 
tandem with other departments.

Plan Review Conclusion
After any problems corrected by 
applicant, the reviewer stamps 
the plans as approved and 
passes them to the permit clerk.

1

5

A

B

C

3

2

4

OR

NO

OR

THE ENERGY CODE Plan Review Process

YES
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Foundation Inspection
Inspectors check for proper foundation insulation, air sealing of foundation penetrations.

Framing and Sheathing Inspections
Inspectors check windows for SHGC, u-factor, 
air sealing, and insulation requirements.  
Inspectors also check air sealing throughout 
house and insulation & air barrier behind 
eventual bath and shower installations.a

Plumbing, Mechanical, Electrical Rough-Ins

Insulation & Air Sealing Inspection

Checks installation against plans for compliance with light power density.

Assesses proper sealing of duct work.

Electrical:

Mechanical:

If any  of the duct work is outside of the building envelope, 
it must pass pressure testing to minimize leakage. Testing 
can be completed at rough-in or final inspection.

Builders must also pass a whole-house air leakage test. This 
test should be performed at final inspection after drywall is 
up and all penetrations are sealed.

This is important because plumbing rough-in of bath 
and shower enclosures occurs prior to house-wide 
insulation installation. Many framing crews carry 
small amounts of insulation for install in these areas in 
advance of inspection.

a

b

1

2

3

4

 ▪ Each inspection is initiated by applicant or contractor calling the department to schedule inspection
 ▪ Inspections are scheduled by the permit clerk, usually within 24 hours
 ▪ Approved plans are always required to be on site for use by inspectors
 ▪ Non-compliance results in a failed inspection and required re-inspection as soon as problems are corrected

Checks for proper installation of fiberglass batts and spray foam, if applicable. Confirms caulk or foam 
sealing of:

COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
Additional firewall inspections are required.4A

1. exterior penetrations, and
2. holes drilled in stud wall top and bottom 

plates.

Drywall Inspection
Inspector checks for continuous air barrier and insulated, weather-stripped attic hatch.

Plumbing, Mechanical, and Electrical Finals
Inspector checks HVAC equipment against plan. 

Building Final Inspection
Inspector confirms 2012 IECC compliance 
certificate is posted in panel box along with 
forms indicating passage of all applicable 
tests.b

Compact fluorescents must be present in 
75 percent of hard-wired fixtures.

5

6

7

THE ENERGY CODE Inspection Process
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WHY ENERGY CODES Matter

Buildings in the United States account for:

We don’t often think about how much energy is used in buildings. Yet they account for over forty 
percent of total energy use in the United States—more than any other sector.

Building energy codes matter because they:

SAVE CONSUMERS MONEY
The average U.S. home spends $2,175 on utility costs per year, over $180 per month. Buildings constructed 
to meet the model energy code use less energy, which reduces utilities bills—and puts money back into the 
pockets of consumers and businesses.

REDUCE POLLUTION AND INCREASE RELIABILITY
Most buildings waste energy needlessly, which makes power plants work harder and puts stress on the 
electrical grid. Buildings that meet the model energy code also reduce pollution while improving grid reliability 
and making utility bills more predictable.

PROTECT CONSUMERS AND ENSURE HEALTH AND SAFETY
Everyone has a right to buildings that meet national standards for energy efficiency. Builders must comply with 
energy codes as stringently as they comply with codes for life, health, and safety.

HELP CONSUMERS MAKE INFORMED DECISIONS
Knowing that a building is energy efficient empowers consumers and businesses to make informed decisions. 
Today consumers want to know about a building’s energy use before they buy or rent.

PROVIDE QUALITY AND COMFORT
One way to measure quality construction is through energy efficiency. Buildings that meet or exceed national 
standards demonstrate a commitment to quality that applies to all facets of construction. Energy-efficient 
buildings are also more comfortable and require less heating and cooling.

ARE A COST-EFFECTIVE INVESTMENT
It’s much more cost-effective to build to the model energy code than try to improve efficiency later through 
expensive retrofits that do not achieve comparable savings. When amortized over a standard mortgage, 
homeowners usually realize net savings within the first few years and a considerable monthly profit afterward.

IMPROVE LONG-TERM SUSTAINABILITY
Reducing energy use in the built environment through the adoption and enforcement of energy codes is one of 
the quickest, cheapest and cleanest ways to help ensure a sustainable and prosperous future.

40%   70%    40% OF OUR OF OUROF OUR

ENERGY EMISSIONSELECTRICITY
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THE 2012 MBPS What’s New

R-

Domestic hot 
Water Pipe 
Insulation

Insulation 
Upgrades

Hard-ducted 
Returns

Air sealing
& Testing

Window 
Upgrades

Ventilation 
Upgrades

High-Efficiency 
Lighting

The most significant change to the 2012 MBPS will be the requirement for to score 3 ACH50 or less 
during the blower door test.  Builders will have to be extremely prudent while sealing all penetrations 
throughout the building in order to comply.  In addition, exterior insulation will be required for builders 
who use 2x4 walls; buildings with 2x6 walls will require cavity insulation of at least R-20.  Other 
smaller upgrades to the code exist, including the requirement for hard-ducted returns instead of 
panned floor or wall cavities, insulated hot water plumbing, SHGC requirements for windows, and 
additional high-efficiency lighting measures.

The 2012 MBPS
will ReOuire:
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THE 2012 IECC Checklist and Top Ten Elements

PRE-INSPECTION & PLAN REVIEW

IECC 
SECTION # REQUIREMENT CODE VALUE VERIFIED 

VALUE
COMPLIES

COMMENTS
Y N N/A

#1

103 Construction drawings and 
documentation available. 
Documentation sufficiently 
demonstrates energy code 
compliance.

N/A N/A

#2
403.6 HVAC Load Calculations

Heating system size(s):
Cooling system size(s):

N/A kBtuh: _____
kBtuh: _____

#3 FOUNDATION INSPECTION

IECC 
SECTION # REQUIREMENT CODE VALUE VERIFIED 

VALUE
COMPLIES

COMMENTS
Y N N/A

402.1.1 Slab edge insulation 
R-value. 

R-10 (unheated)
R-15 (heated)

R-__ (unheated)
R-__ (heated)

402.2.9 Slab edge insulation installed 
per manufacturer’s instructions. 

N/A N/A

402.1.1 Slab edge insulation depth/
length.

2 ft. (heated) __ ft. (heated)

402.1.1 Basement wall exterior 
insulation R-value

R-10 (continuous) R-__ (continuous)

303.2 Basement wall exterior 
insulation installed per 
manufacturer’s instructions.

N/A N/A

402.2.8 Basement wall exterior 
insulation depth.

10 ft. or to 
basement floor

__ ft.

402.2.10 Crawl space wall insulation 
R-value.

R-10 (continuous)
R-13 (cavity)

R-__

303.2 Crawl space wall insulation 
installed per manufacturer’s 
instructions.

N/A N/A

402.2.10 Crawl space continuous 
vapor retarder installed with 
joints overlapped by 6” and 
sealed, and extending at 
least 6” up the stem wall.

N/A N/A

303.2.1 Exposed foundation 
insulation protection.

N/A N/A

403.8 Snow melt system controls. N/A N/A

This can be used as a companion to the Plan Review and Inspection Process.  The most significant areas for 
focus are flagged with yellow.
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#4 FRAMING & ROUGH-IN INSPECTION

IECC 
SECTION # REQUIREMENT CODE VALUE VERIFIED 

VALUE
COMPLIES

COMMENTS
Y N N/A

402.1.1, 402.3.4 Door U-factor.1 U-0.35 U-___

402.1.1, 402.3.1,
402.3.3, 402.5

Glazing U-factor (area-
weighted average).2

U-0.35
(U-0.48 max)

U-___

402.1.1, 402.3.2, 
402.3.3

Glazing SHGC value, 
including sunrooms (area-
weighted average).2

N/A
SHGC-___

303.1.3 Glazing labeled for U-factor. N/A N/A

402.1.1, 402.3.3, 
402.5

Skylight U-factor.2 U-0.6
(U-0.75 max)

U-___

402.1.1, 402.3.3 Skylight SHGC value.2 N/A SHGC-___

303.1.3 Skylights labeled for U-factor. N/A N/A

402.3.5 Sunroom glazing U-factor. U-0.5 U-___

402.3.5 Sunroom skylight U-factor. U-0.75 U-___

402.1.1 Mass wall exterior insulation 
R-value. 

R-5 3 R-__

303.2 Mass wall exterior insulation 
installed per manufacturer’s 
instructions.

N/A N/A

403.2.1 Duct insulation. R-8 (attic)
R-6 (other)

R-__ (attic)
R-__ (other)

#5
403.2.2 Duct sealing complies with 

listed sealing methods.
N/A N/A

#6
403.2.2 Duct tightness Via rough-in 

test. If applicable, verification 
via post-construction test 
should be marked N/A.

6 cfm (across 
system)
4 cfm (no air 
handler)

__ cfm

403.2.3 Building cavities NOT used 
for ducts or plenums.

N/A N/A

402.4.4 IC-rated recessed lighting 
fixtures meet infiltration criteria.

N/A N/A

403.3 HVAC piping insulation. R-3 R-__

403.4.1 Circulating hot-water piping 
insulation.

R-2 R-__

403.5 Dampers Installed on all 
outdoor Intake and exhaust 
openings.

N/A N/A

402.4.4 Glazed fenestration air 
leakage.

0.3 cfm/ft2 ___ cfm/ft2

402.4.4 Fenestration and doors 
labeled for air leakage. 

N/A N/A
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THE 2012 IECC Checklist and Top Ten Elements

#7 INSULATION & AIR SEALING INSPECTION

IECC 
SECTION # REQUIREMENT CODE VALUE VERIFIED 

VALUE
COMPLIES

COMMENTS
Y N N/A

402.1.1, 402.2.7, 
402.2.6

Floor insulation R-value.4 R-19 (wood) R-__

303.2 Floor insulation installed per 
manufacturer’s instructions, 
and in substantial contact 
with the subfloor.

N/A N/A

402.1.1, 402.2.5,
402.2.4

Wall insulation R-value.5 R-13+5
R-20 (cavity)

R-____

303 Wall insulation installed per 
manufacturer’s instructions.

N/A N/A

402.1.1 Basement wall interior 
insulation R-value. 

R-10 (continuous)
R-13 (cavity)

R-__

303.2 Basement wall interior 
insulation installed per 
manufacturer’s Instructions.

N/A N/A

402.2.7 Basement wall interior 
insulation depth.

10 ft. or to 
basement floor

__ ft.

402.2.11 Sunroom wall insulation 
R-value. 

R-13 R-__

303.2 Sunroom wall insulation 
installed per manufacturer’s 
Instructions.

N/A N/A

402.2.11 Sunroom ceiling insulation 
R-value.

R-19 R-__

303.2 Sunroom ceiling insulation 
installed per manufacturer’s 
instructions.

N/A N/A

402.4.2, 
402.4.2.1

Air sealing complies with 
sealing requirements via 
blower door test. If applicable, 
verification via visual inspection 
should be marked N/A.

ACH50 < 3 __ ACH50

303.1 All installed insulation labeled 
or installed R-value provided.

N/A N/A

#8
402.4.1.1,
402.4.2

Air sealing of all openings 
and penetrations.
(see Air Sealing Guide)

N/A N/A

#9
402.4.1,
402.4.2

Air sealing of all envelope joints
(see Air Sealing Guide)

N/A N/A

402.4.1,
402.4.2

Air sealing of all other sources 
of infiltration, including air 
barrier, via visual inspection. If 
applicable, verification via blower 
door should be marked N/A.

N/A N/A
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#10 FINAL INSPECTION

IECC 
SECTION # REQUIREMENT CODE VALUE VERIFIED 

VALUE
COMPLIES

COMMENTS
Y N N/A

402.1.1, 402.2.1, 
402.2.2

Ceiling insulation R-value.6 R-49 (wood)7 R-__

303.1.1.1, 303.2 Ceiling insulation installed per 
manufacturer’s instructions. 
Blown insulation marked 
every 300 ft2.

N/A N/A

402.2.3 Attic access hatch and door 
insulation.

Same as 
surrounding wall 
or ceiling

R-__

403.2.2 Duct tightness via post-
construction test. If 
applicable, verification via 
rough-in test should be 
marked N/A.

4 cfm (no air 
handler)
3 ACH50 (with air 
handler)

__ cfm

__ ACH50

403.6 Heating and cooling 
equipment type and capacity 
as per plans.

N/A N/A

404.1 Lighting - 75% of lamps are 
high efficacy.

N/A N/A

401.3 Certificate posted. N/A N/A

402.4.3 Wood burning fireplace - 
gasketed doors and outdoor 
air for combustion.

N/A N/A

403.1.1 Programmable thermostats 
installed on forced air 
furnaces.

N/A N/A

403..1.2 Heat pump thermostat 
installed on heat pumps.

N/A N/A

403.4 Circulating service hot water 
systems have automatic or 
accessible manual controls. 

N/A N/A

403.9 Pool heaters, covers, and 
automatic or accessible 
manual controls.

N/A N/A

1 One side-hinged door up to 24 ft2 can be exempted from the prescriptive door U-factor requirements.
2 Up to 15 ft2 of glazed fenestration, including skylights, may be exempted from U-factor and SHGC requirements under the prescriptive 
approach.
3 If more than ½ the insulation is on the interior, mass wall interior insulation requirement applies (R-10).
4 Floor steel frame equivalent: R-19+R-6 in 2x6 or R-19+R-12 in 2x8 or 2x10
5 Wall steel frame equivalent: R-13+R-5; R-15+R-4; R-21+R-3; R-0+R-10
6 Steel truss equivalent: R-49; R-38+R-3.
7 R-30 if insulation is not compressed at eaves. R-30 may be used for 500 ft2 or 20% (whichever is less) where sufficient space is not 
available
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A GUIDE TO Insulation Inspections

WALL AREAS
Cavity Fill. The batts or loose-fill should fill the width and length of all cavities.

Compression. The insulation should fit in openings and not be compressed.

Wiring/Electrical Boxes. Batts should be cut to fit around wiring and electrical boxes with a cutout or a separate cut 
piece placed behind each box.

Plumbing. Insulation should be placed between the outside wall and the pipes.

R-value. For batt insulation, the R-value marking should be visible on the faced or unfaced insulation. The R-value must 
meet or exceed the minimum R-value code requirements.

Stapling. If required, faced batts should be stapled every 8 to 12 inches. Either inset or face stapling is acceptable. If 
drywall is glued, face stapling should be avoided.

Vapor Retarders. Vapor retarders are not required in Climate Zone 4.

Bay Windows. The outside wall, extended floor, and ceiling must be insulated.

Window Areas/Door Frames. All spaces around windows and door frames should be packed with insulation or caulked. 
Do not overstuff.

Band Joists. Unfaced insulation or insulation with a nonflammable facing should be used for band joists . For garage 
band joists, insulation shall be installed in full contact with sealed interior and exterior air barriers.

Top Cavities. Ceiling insulation should cover the top plates of exterior walls when possible.

CEILINGS AND FLOORS
Overhangs/Cantilevered Floors. These are part of the thermal envelope and should be insulated at the minimum of the 
R-value of the floor.

Attic Openings. The attic opening should be insulated with an insulated cover or a piece of batt insulation at the same 
R-value as the attic.

Attic Cards. A completed attic card should be placed near the attic opening when blown-in insulation is installed to verify 
the insulation thickness and density.

Attic Rulers. When blown insulation is used, attic rulers should be installed, one for every 300 square feet of attic area. 
The installed thickness of blown insulation should not be less than the initial installed thickness designated on the attic 
card.

Eave Baffles. Baffles should be installed on eaves with vents.

Top Plates. Ceiling insulation should cover the top plates of exterior walls when possible.

Knee Walls. Knee walls should be insulated at a minimum of the R-value of the wall.

GENERAL
Combustible Sources. Keep insulation at least three inches away from sources of combustion such as chimneys, non-IC 
fixtures, and heated flue pipes.

Unconditioned Rooms. The walls, ceilings, and floors between conditioned and unconditioned spaces should be insulated.

Shower/Tub Enclosures. Insulation should be installed between the shower or tub enclosure and the outside walls.

Exposed Facings. Unfaced or special faced insulation products, such as FSK-25, are acceptable for exposed 
applications. It is not acceptable to place a flame spread-rated facing, such as a foil cap sheet, over a non-rated facing 
such as kraft paper or standard foil.

Spray-Applied Insulation. Any insulation installed with water or other liquids must be allowed to dry per manufacturers’

specifications before covering with gypsum board.
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4” BRICK VENEER 
OR OTHER CLADDING

Compliant 
Wall
Types
4” BRICK VENEER 
OR OTHER CLADDING

BUILDING PAPER

1” R-5 STRUCTURAL 
INSULATED SHEATHING*

OR 1” R-5 EXTERIOR 
INSULATION + STRUCTURAL 
SHEATHING

7/16” OSB SHEATHING

R-13 BATT INSULATION

R-21 BATT INSULATION

2x4 (11/2”x31/2”) FRAME

2x6 (11/2”x51/2”) FRAME

1/2” GYPSUM BOARD

1/2” GYPSUM BOARD

FLOOR/SUBFLOOR DECKING

R-13+5 OR R-20 RIM BAND JOIST INSULATION

8” CONCRETE FOUNDATION WALL

R-10 CONTINUOUS BATT INSULATION

APPLICABLE TO BOTH ASSEMBLIES

2x
6 A

ss
em

bl
y

2x
4 A

ss
em

bl
y

BEST PRACTICEInsulation 
Inspections

The stand-alone insulation inspection is 
one of the most crucial steps to ensure 
energy code compliance, as it provides 
an opportunity to confirm that insulation is 
installed properly and that all penetrations 
in the building envelope are sealed. This 
inspection can take only 15 to 20 minutes 
to complete, barring major problems.  

*
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MEETING REQUIREMENTS FOR Air Tightness

COMPONENT CRITERIA
PLAN REVIEW SITE INSPECTION

Y N N/A Y N N/A

1 Air barrier and 
thermal barrier

Exterior thermal envelope insulation for framed walls is 
installed in substantial contact and continuous alignment 
with building envelope air barrier.

Breaks or joints in the air barrier are filled or repaired.

Air-permeable insulation is not used as a sealing material.

Air-permeable insulation is inside of an air barrier.

2 Ceiling/attic Air barrier in any dropped ceiling/soffit is substantially 
aligned with insulation and any gaps are sealed.

Attic access (except in unvented attic), knee wall door, or 
drop down stair is sealed.

3 Walls Corners and headers are insulated.

Junction of foundation and sill plate is sealed.

4 Windows and doors Space between window/door jambs and framing is sealed

5 Rim joists Rim joints are insulated and include an air barrier.

6 Floors (including 
above garage and 
cantilevered floors)

Insulation is installed to maintain permanent contact with 
underside of subfloor decking. Air barrier is installed at any 
exposed edge of insulation.

7 Crawl space walls Insulation is permanently attached to walls.

Exposed earth in unvented crawl spaces is covered with 
Class I vapor retarder with overlapping joints taped.

8 Shafts, penetrations Duct shafts, utility penetrations, knee walls and flue shafts 
opening to exterior or unconditioned space are sealed.

9 Narrow cavities Batts in narrow cavities are cut to fit, or narrow cavities are 
filled by sprayed/blown insulation.

10 Garage separation Air sealing is provided between the garage and conditioned spaces.

11 Recessed lighting Recessed light fixtures are air tight, IC rated, and sealed to 
drywall.  Exception - fixtures in conditioned space.

12 Plumbing and wiring Insulation is placed between outside and pipes.  Batt 
insulation is cut to fit around wiring and plumbing, or 
sprayed/blown insulation extends behind piping and wiring.

13 Shower/tub on 
exterior wall

Showers and tubs on exterior walls have insulation and an 
air barrier separating them from the exterior wall.

14 Electrical/phone box 
on exterior walls

Air barrier extends behind boxes or air sealed-type boxes 
are installed.

15 Common wall Air barrier is installed in common wall between dwelling 
units. R-10 installed either side of common wall

16 HVAC register 
boots

HVAC register boots that penetrate building envelope are 
sealed to subfloor or drywall.

17 Fireplace Fireplace walls include an air barrier. Gasketed doors and 
outside combustion air installed
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Key Points: Air Sealing & Insulation Installation

Graphics developed with 
Southface Energy Institute
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MEETING REQUIREMENTS FOR Air Tightness

Graphics developed with 
Southface Energy Institute

Key Points: Air Sealing & Attic Insulation
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Leaks from a home’s interior to the outside and in the duct system are often the biggest source of heating 
and cooling losses, as improperly sealed homes and ducts can use as much as 30% of a home’s total energy 
consumption.  Additionally, if a home is not properly sealed, dirt, dust, and moisture enter the home and can 
lead to a variety of respiratory problems including asthma and allergies.

Bypasses in the home and ductwork can be very difficult to find without the use of a blower door and duct 
blaster.

WHOLE-HOUSE AIR LEAKAGE TESTING WITH BLOWER DOOR
A blower door uses a fan to pressurize (force air into) or depressurize (force air out of) a building. When its fan 
operates, the blower door gauges the effect of the air infiltration.

One measure of a home’s leakage rate is air changes per hour (ACH), which estimates how many times in 
one hour the entire volume of air inside the building leaks to the outside. Leakier houses have higher ACH’s, 
therefore higher heating and cooling costs, and greater potential for moisture, comfort, and health problems.

To determine ACH, the blower door creates a pressure difference of 50 Pascals (Pa) between inside and 
outside. Fifty Pascals is approximately equivalent to a 20 m.p.h. wind blowing against all surfaces of a building. 
The leakier the house, the harder the fan must work to maintain the pressure. The amount of air the fan blows, 
measured in cubic feet per minute (CFM), is used to determine ACH.

DUCT LEAKAGE TESTING WITH DUCT BLASTER
A duct blaster combines a small fan and a pressure gauge to pressurize a house’s duct system and accurately 
measure air leakage of the ductwork, and identify which duct runs (if any) are improperly sealed. This test is 
similar to a pressure test of a plumbing system.

Testing for Air Leakage

DUCT BLASTER TEST
The duct blaster is connected to the air handler to pressurize (or 
depressurize) the taped-over duct system to 25 Pascals. This is about the 
pressure that an HVAC system normally experiences. In order to meet the 
2012 MBPS, the amount of duct leakage must be 4 CFM @25Pa or less.

MANDATORY

MANDATORY IF DUCT WORK IS 
OUTSIDE CONDITIONED SPACE

BLOWER DOOR TEST
The blower door measures the airflow (CFM) required to de-pressurize 
the house to -50 Pascals (~0.2 inches w.c.).  This test is the basis for the 
Air Changes per Hour calculation, ACH = CFM x 60 / conditioned house 
volume.  In order to meet the 2012 MBPS, the home must score 3 ACH 
@50Pa or lower.
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ADDITIONAL CODE Requirements

Ventilation Upgrades
Reducing the air leakage rate from 7 ACH @50Pa to 3 ACH 

@50Pa is a drastic reduction in a building’s ventilation.  As a 

result, a mechanical ventilation system is required.    As per 

the 2012 IRC Mechanical section, this can be achieved by 

introducing an Energy Recovery Ventilation (ERV) system, or by 

installing high-efficiency, intermittently running bathroom fans.
Courtesy of Flickr Creative Commons, credit Janelle.

Windows
The 2012 MBPS requires that windows have a U-factor of 

0.35 and an SHGC of 0.40.  This is an upgrade from the 2010 

MBPS, which did not have an SHGC requirement.  Also, 

skylights must now have a U-factor of 0.55, another change in 

the new edition of the code.

Courtesy of Efficient Windows Collaborative.

High-Efficiency Lighting
75% of the mounted or installed lighting fixtures must use 

high-efficiency lighting, such as compact fluorescent (CFL) or 

light emitting diode (LED) bulbs.  This is an increase from the 

50% allowed by the 2010 MBPS.

Courtesy of Flickr Creative Commons, credit Daniel Rothamel.
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Domestic Water Pipe Insulation

Hard-Ducted Returns

All hot water pipes must now be insulated to a value of R-3.  

In order to meet this requirement, builders can simply slip 

foam around the hot water plumbing runs and secure them 

with tape or a plastic tie.  The 2010 MBPS had no such 

requirement.

Return air runs must now be hard-ducted, as opposed to 

“panning” the air through the floor joists.  Return air ducts may 

run through the floor joists, so long as they are hard ducted 

the whole way through, or the ducts can be placed below the 

floor joists (as shown in the picture at right).

Window Jamb Extensions IF NECESSARY

For buildings which using 2x6 wall construction, window 

jamb extensions are required to ensure a consistent wood 

or drywall transition between the window and wall.  These 

extensions are essentially four pieces of wood or drywall that 

“frame” the interior window jamb, and can either be fabricated 

on-site or purchased from the window supplier.

Courtesy of Flickr Creative Commons, credit greenforall.org.

Courtesy of Flickr Creative Commons, credit Andersen Windows

Courtesy of Flickr Creative Commons, credit Mark Nichols.
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TOOLS FOR Increasing Consumer Awareness

Making a Financial Case
2012 IECC INCREMENTAL COST & PAYBACK FOR MARYLAND CLIMATE ZONE 4

Incremental Cost $2,000-2,800

Down Payment Increase $400-560

Monthly Mortgage Payment Increase $7-10

Monthly Energy Savings $36-38

Payback Period 13-22 months

Homebuyer’s 5-year Profit $950-1,430

Notes:
 ▪ Range in incremental costs due to use of 2x4 or 2x6 wall construction.
 ▪ Assumes homebuyer obtains a mortgage at the national average of 4.03% and makes an initial down payment of 20% 

of the purchase price.  Mortgages with smaller down payments will have smaller payback periods.
 ▪ Incremental costs are rough estimates based on data from other states, a more detailed Incremental Cost Analysis for 

Maryland coming soon.

Engaging the Public
Consumers have an important stake in the affordability of their homes and businesses. However, few know 
anything about energy codes and assume these buildings already meet recognized standards.  Empowering 
consumers by educating them on the benefits of energy codes and how to determine if their home or office 
meets the code will ultimately improve compliance, as they will demand it from their builder or building owner.  
One of the best ways to do this is to distribute educational material to consumers and other stakeholders.

Consumer Guides and Checklists

Messages

•	Your home or business might not meet code—costing you money every month
•	Check the energy efficiency of the building before you buy or rent
•	Energy code checklists give you the power to be a smart consumer
•	Rolled into a standard mortgage, net savings begin within the first 1-2 years

Potential Partners
•	Baltimore Gas & Electric, Big-box retailers, Environmental not-for-profits, Maryland 

Association of Realtors, Home Builders Association of Maryland

Dissemination 
Strategies

•	Home and trade shows, Real estate open houses, Big-box retail events and DIY 
days, Howard County Office of Consumer Affairs

Ready-made 
Resources

•	Available from BCAP at: http://energycodesocean.org/consumers-take-action
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ADDITIONAL READING AND Available Resources

energycodesocean.org

energycodes.GOV

neep.org

Online Code Environment and Advocacy Network

U.S. DOE Building Energy Codes Program

Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnerships

Air Leakage Guide

HVAC Controls Guide

Streamlining Compliance Processes

A detailed guide on air leakage requirements specific to the 2012 IECC and 
2012 IRC.  Provides descriptions, problem areas, and checklists for air sealing 
requirements and testing.  Also touches on ventilation requirements and HVAC 
sizing.

A guide to simple and complex HVAC controls for commercial buildings as they 
relate to energy code requirements.  Highlights what to look for in both plan 
review and inspection processes, for both performance-based and prescriptive-
based compliance methods.

An IMT Compliance Case Study on methods for completing plan review and 
inspection more efficiently.  Includes ways to identify critical paths within the 
building permitting process, as well as effective areas for code official training.  
Also details on optimizing plan review software.

US DOE BUILDING ENERGY CODES PROGRAM

US DOE BUILDING ENERGY CODES PROGRAM

INSTITUTE FOR MARKET TRANSFORMATION
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Building Codes Assistance Project
1850 M Street NW, Suite 600
Washington, DC 20036
202 857 0666 | bcap-energy.org

Howard County, Maryland Department 
of Inspections, Licenses, and Permits
3430 Court House Drive
Ellicott City, MD 21043
410 313 2455 | co.ho.md.us


